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Abstract
This paper examines the problem of determining bounds
on execution time of real-time programs. Execution time
estimation is generally useful in real-time software verification phase, but may be used in other phases of the design and execution of real-time programs (scheduling, automatic parallelizing, etc.). This paper is devoted to the
worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis. We present a
static WCET analysis approach aimed to automatically extract flow information used in WCET estimate computing.
The approach combines symbolic execution and path enumeration. The main idea is to avoid unfolding loops performed by symbolic execution-based approaches while providing tight and safe WCET estimate.

1. Introduction
Real-time systems are systems in which the execution
time is subject to some constraints, which may lead to undesirable consequences when they are not respected, especially in hard real-time systems. The constraint validation
process requires the knowledge of the execution time or
bounds on the execution time of programs. WCET analysis is a popular approach used in the temporal constraints
validation of hard real-time systems.
Static WCET analysis performs a high-level static analysis of the program source or object code. This avoids working on the program input data. Static WCET analysis consists of determining an upper bound on the program execution time. For each component of the program (block,
task, etc.), an upper bound on the time of its execution is
estimated. This definition implies that WCET analysis is
only able to provide upper bounds on WCET values rather
than exact values. Therefore, WCET analysis must guarantee two main properties in order to keep real-time systems
predictable and their cost financially reasonable: Safeness;
and Tightness of provided WCET values.
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Static WCET analysis proceeds generally in three phases
[4, 7]: flow analysis, low-level analysis and WCET estimate
computing. Flow analysis characterizes the execution sequences of the program’s components and their execution
frequency (execution paths). Generally, two types of flow
information are extracted. The first category is related to
the program structure and may be extracted automatically.
The second category is related to the program functionality and semantics. This includes information about loop
bounds and feasible/infeasible paths especially. This type
of flow information is complex to automate and therefore is
generally provided by the programmer as annotations [7, 2].
Low-level analysis evaluates the execution time of each program component on the target hardware architecture. The
calculation phase uses the results of the two previous steps
to compute a WCET estimate for the program.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the
next section presents the related work. In section 3, we introduce some concepts which will be used by the flow analysis approach. Section 4 describes and discusses the proposed block-based symbolic execution method. Finally, we
conclude the paper and present some perspective issues.

2. Related work
One of the most popular methods for static WCET analysis are based on path analysis. Path-based approaches proceed by explicitly enumerating the set of the program execution paths [10, 1]. [9] describes a method based on cyclelevel symbolic execution to predict the WCET of real-time
programs on high performance processors. The main drawbacks of those approaches lie in the important number of the
generated program paths which scales exponentially with
the program size. Another category of approaches called
IPET1 do not enumerate all program paths, but rather consider that they implicitly belong to the problem solution.
The problem of the WCET estimation may then be con1 Implicit

Path Enumeration Techniques.

at its end. Two fictitious blocks, labeled  "!#$ and %'&)( are
added. We assume that all executions of the CFG start at the
*"! #$ block and end at the %'&)( block. Figure 1-b illustrates
an example of a control flow graph of a program where the
C source code is shown in figure 1-a. Formally, the program is represented by the graph +-,/.10325476 , where 0
represents the program basic blocks and 4 the precedence
constraints between them.

verted to the one of solving an ILP2 problem [7, 11, 4].
All those approaches involve the programmer in the flow
information determination process, especially the flow information related to program semantics (feasible/infeasible
paths, loop bounds, etc.). Though the provided flow information may be highly precise, this is an error-prone
problem. [5] uses an interval-based abstract interpretation
method that associates ranges to the program variables and
allows to automatically extract flow information related to
program semantics. The method proceeds by rolling out
the program (especially loops) until it terminates, which is
very costly in time and memory. [8] presents an approach
for automatic parametric WCET analysis. The method uses
abstract interpretation, a symbolic method to count integer
points in polyhedra and a symbolic ILP technique. The approach seems complex in practice. In [6], an approach for
determining loop bounds is presented. They consider loops
with multiple exit conditions and non-rectangular loops, in
which the number of iterations of an inner loop depends on
the current iteration of an outer loop. However, they handle
only loops with the induction variable being increased by a
constant amount between two successive iterations. Moreover, only the flow information related to loop bounds is
determined. Symbolic execution is another technique for
automatically extracting the flow information related to program functionality. The program is rolled out which allows
to determine the values of variables as expressions of the
program inputs [3]. Symbolic execution-based methods are
capable to work with small programs, but are not well suited
for long and complex programs.
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We use the notion of block where a set of blocks of level L
are grouped into a block of level LM=N . Complex blocks correspond to complex programming language features (loops,
conditional statements, functions, modules, etc.). The block
composition starts at the lowest level and may be recursively
carried out until the CFG level. Figure 2 illustrates the block
graphs constructed for the example of the figure 1. Formally, a block O of level L is defined by the formula 1 and
composed of: a number of sub-blocks ( 0QP ); a set of header
R T 0 , 0SPV
R T 0WP ); a set 4XP of edges connecting
blocks ( 0SPU
the sub-blocks; and one or more exit edges ( 47P Y T 4ZP ).

O;,\[$0QP]2^0 P R 254ZP*2^4 PY _`
(1)
Each block O of level L is defined by a block graph describing its structure. The O ’s blocks set 0 P is composed of
blocks of higher levels (acbdL ). The set of edges 4 P is
constructed as follows: each edge of the CFG connecting
two nodes belonging to two different blocks O]e and O5f of
0QP forms an edge of level L from O]e to O^f . Edges to blocks
outside 0WP produce edges of exit type. Redundant edges
are eliminated. In figure 2, in the graph of block O h g corresponding to the while loop, the edge %'i connecting the basic
blocks 0j0Zi and 070Qk in the CFG yields the edge %$il .
A header block is a basic block executed when the execution flow reaches the block for the first time. Informally, header blocks correspond to loop and selection condition test blocks. The set of header-blocks of the block
O hg is 0jP R ,['0j0 g _ (figure 2). We handle only wellstructured code programs yielding blocks with one header
block. When the execution of the block is terminated, the
control flow leaves the block through an exit-edge. The set
of exit-edges of the block O h g is ['%$l 25%'&)( _ . When the execug
tion of a block must be repeated, this is done by transferring
the execution flow to the header block through a back-edge.
The set of back-edges of the block O h g is ['% lm 2^% ln _ (figure 2).

Our aim is to determine an approach which automatically extracts flow information related to program functionality and computes a safe and tight upper bound on the program WCET with a lower cost. We use a hybrid method
based on symbolic execution and path enumeration. Loops
are not unfolded, rather a path analysis is performed on each
loop block.

3. Flow analysis concepts
In the following, we present a set of concepts used by
our flow analysis approach.

       
We use the control flow graph (CFG) formalism to express the control flow of the program to be analyzed. The
source code of the program is decomposed into a set of basic blocks. A basic block is a set of instructions with a
single entry point and a single exit point. The entry point
is situated at the beginning of the block and the exit point
2 Integer
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A path in a block graph O is a sequence of edges in 4ZP
where the end-node of each edge is the starting-node of the
next edge in the path. In the following we refer by blockpaths to the one-iteration paths in a block O . We distinguish
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void some_func(int n, int cond) {
start
start
int i = 1;
while (i < 2*n) {
if(cond)
BB1
break;
e1 (i<2*n)
e7 (true)
... //statements
BB2
cond
if(i < n) {
e3 (!cond)
e2 (cond)
i = 2*i;
BB4
BB3 break;
i<n
continue;
e (i>=n)
e (i<n)
4
5
}
i=i*2; BB5
i ++; BB6
i++;
continue;
}
e6 (true)
}
a) C source code.

i = 1; BB0
e0 (true)

i < 2*n
exit (i>=2*n)

exit
exit (true)

b) Control flow graph.
Figure 1. Example program.
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Figure 2. The block graphs of the example.
two types of block-paths: exit paths and loop paths. An
exit-path in O is a path starting at the header block of O and
ending by an exit-edge of O . Likewise, a loop-path in O is a
path starting at the header block of O and ending by a backedge of O . In figure 2 and table 1, the block O h g has two exit
paths: rhl and rl , and two loop-paths: rl and rlm .

g

meration. The flow analysis is performed for each block
without unfolding iterative blocks. Rather than, the number
of times the blocks are executed is analytically computed
which reduces the complexity of the method. Only a subset of the symbolic states set of the program are computed
(states at the entry point and the exit points of the block).
Exit points of a block are the starting points of its exit edges.

l

Each block is executed a number of times (0 or more).
We use the notion of iteration to denote an execution of a
block, which is defined as one execution of a block-path.

A symbolic execution state may be represented by a
triple sut25vxwQ2^yvzb , where: t{,|[ sp} 2^% b~2 `*` ` 2*s
g g
}2^%$b _ is the set of pairs s}!#$(!O L1%2^%'& r)#%'*($b ,
where the variables } 2 `*` ` 2^}  have been assigned the exg
pressions % 2 ` ` ` 2^%  ; vxw is the path condition expressing
g
the conditions under which that path is taken; and yv refers
to the next instruction to execute. Initially, the input parameters are initialized using symbols and the other variables to
the special value I % . Symbolic execution of a program
takes a symbolic state and a rule which corresponds to the

4. Flow analysis approach
In this section, we describe our method aimed to automatically extract the flow information related to program
semantics. We use a data flow analysis approach in order to
derive values of variables at different points in the program.
The approach combines symbolic execution with path enu-
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ª

current statement referred by y v and returns the symbolic
states resulting from the execution of the statement.
In order to ensure the analyzability of real-time software,
the flow analysis method imposes some limitations on the
handled programs. First, potentially non-deterministic and
complex programming language features like recursion, dynamic memory allocation and unstructured code are not allowed. Moreover, for instance the loop induction variable
update statement is limited to the form (Q,p!jZ( O . We
think that this restriction is compatible with hard real-time
systems, knowing that many works use more restrictive formulas [6]. Furthermore, the expressions can be easily extended to Presburger formulas.

The direction and the interval type are used to check for
empty end unbounded paths before evaluating the number
of iterations of the path. This step allows to determine the
path parameters ( !25O2^ and  ) used by the formula 2.
g
l
In figure 3, for the state ( t®,¯[s(©25° h b~2*s925°
g b
2 sd±]$I²2^° l b _ 2^vxwz,³° h «d° g MHN~¥° l ,´¢ ), and
the path r²l , there are two expressions % ,p° h «° M¡N
l ,µ¢ . The set of variablesg involved in g % is
and % ,µ°
l
l
g
[*( _ , v~7.r ll 2^("6,¶(C·¹¸( . Therefore the interval type of % g
is “raised” and the direction is “positive”. The number of
iterations is never empty nor unbounded. Then the number
of iterations y@ Y of the path r related to % and the resulting
symbolic state ºC Y are calculated.
In order to analytically compute the number of iterations
of a loop path r , we define the following suite } :
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Each elementary edge % in the CFG is associated a path
condition vxw.1%6 which is a Boolean predicate conditioning the execution of that edge with respect to the program
state  at the source node of the edge. Likewise, each basic block O]O applies a block action 07j.GO]O]6 which represents the effect of the execution of all statements of the
block on the program state  (symbolic execution rules).
The path action of a block-path r denoted v~7.r6 is the sequence of the block action of all blocks constituting that
path. Likewise the path condition of a block-path is the
“logical and” of the path condition of all edges forming
that path. vxw.r6C,vxw.1% h 6I vxw.G% 6 `*` ` vxw.G%  6 .

g

»
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}  ¼ g , !}  ½O¿¾VSÀ `
The number of iterations y is defined by the formula
 l M½ g ¬pÁ¡Â Ã l h * . '¥,p}¼ g M½} . The right-hand
side of the inequality would be the greatest integer less than
or equal the expression 
l MÄ g .
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In order to compute the path action of a block-path
r , we consider the set t@ of program variables assigned
in different blocks of r . Let 0j7.GO O$2}6 be the function
applied by the basic block O O on the variable }t
which represents the effect of the execution of all statements of the block on } . The action applied on } by r
( v~j.r2^}@6 ) is the sequence of block action applied by all
blocks forming r in the order they appear in r . v~7.r2^}@6C,
.107j.GO]O h 2}6 ` `*` ^0j7.O]O @ g 2}66 is represented by an expression of the form !}S¡O (for loop induction variables)
such that ! and O are integer constants ( ! b£¢ ).

The number of iterations is then given by equation 2.
When OÛ,Ý ."N M!@6 , the induction variable } would
g
have the same value during the different iterations }  ,
 g ¾¯¬³¢ . Therefore, the number of iterations is unbounded ( y, Ü ). Let us consider the loop: $#.o(¥,
Nq^( sX,N*¢ ¢(Þ,´¸7W(CN'6 , the parameters characterizing the loop path are: !,¡¸25OF,HN 2^
g ,ÛN and  l ,HN'¢q¢ .
The algebraic tool evaluates the number of iterations to 6.
The final number of iterations of the path r is determined from the number of iterations of all elementary expressions of vxw.r6 as follows: y@ Y Ó^ß Y Ò ,´àÞáâI.1y@ Y Ó 25y Y Ò 6
and y Y Óã Y Ò ,àäæå.1y@ Y Ó 25y Y Ò 6 .
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Paths are evaluated by decomposing each conditional expression vxw.r6 into elementary Boolean expressions related by logical operators. Each conditional expression % is
of the form (©r7%'& r)# , where ©r is a relational operator and
%*& r)# is an integer valued expression. For each expression
% , the following parameters are evaluated:

ª

Direction: if the variable ( is increased in the path action of r ( v~j.r6 ), the direction is positive and negative
if ( is decreased in v~7.r6 . If ( is never updated along
with the path, the direction is null.

Co;:=<>@? ç DKIBEèCØD<>½)é>²§C  

The block-based symbolic execution proceeds in a postorder manner. The blocks of the level LIHN are evaluated
before the blocks of the level L . The evaluation of a block O
is performed in the following steps:

Interval type: the interval is qualified as raised if ©r is
“ s ” or “ « ”, constant if ©r is “ , ” and undervalued if
©r is “ b ” or “ ¬ ”.
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Table 1. Path definition and parameters.
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a- Path information The first step consists of determining a set of information characterizing the block. We determine the set of block-paths of the block. For each path a set
of parameters is calculated: path type (loop or exit path); the
set of edges forming the path; path condition; path action;
and finally for exit paths, the edge of the enclosing block
graph on which the flow will go after taking that path. The
starting point of that edge constitutes an exit point of the
block. This information is kept in a table where a summary
for the example of the figure 1 is shown in table 1.
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b- Block evaluation The symbolic execution of a block
O is  performed by evaluating all the block paths v ,
O L1± r!×².GO 6 starting at the entry point of the block with
a symbolic state in which all variables used in the block are
assigned symbols. For evaluating each path r we use a symbolic state in which vxw corresponds to the path condition
of r . This step yields the set of the block exit states ºIP and
the number of iterations of the block (figure 3).
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c- Path evaluation The path evaluation takes a symbolic
state  , the path action v~j.r6 and performs the algebraic
evaluation of the path using the formula 2. The result is
the number of iterations of the path y© and the generated
symbolic states º² .
Figure 3 illustrates the block-based symbolic execution
of the block O h g . Edges are annotated by the number of iterations applied by the path on the symbolic state of the
starting node. We assume that the variable ±]$I is updated in the “instructions” block but not  . The resulting symbolic states are the terminal nodes ( h 2© 2 `*` ` ) (figg
ure 3). Merging of states may be performed which allows to reduce the number of resulting states. Two states
 g ,jst g 25vxw g 2^yvzb and  l ,jst l 25vxw l 2^yv³b with
the same instruction pointer yv can be merged into one

state W,jsØt
t 25vxw  vxw 2^yv b . Merging of states

g

e    Ó 

   
 Ã Ò
 "!Y

Figure 3. Block-based symbolic execution of
the block O h g

may sometimes cause information loss. Then some pessimism will be incurred in the WCET estimate. Therefore,
a trade-off must be done between the WCET precision and
the number of generated states. States  and  may be
g
l
merged into one state m ( s¡t ,H[s (©2^°9h g b~2 sØ925° b~s
g
±]$I²2^°=< b _ 25vxw,° h «£° M½NC° «£°9hg «£¸q° b ).
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These states constitute the block exiting symbolic states
whichh would be used in the evaluation of lower level blocks
(ex. O h ). Indeed, when the current block O(> is examined in
the framework of a block O of lower level, the block action
of the block 07j.GO > 6 is evaluated in one step.
h
When the execution reaches the block O h (higher level),
the variable ( is initialized to 1, then the incomplete
branches of the figure 3 are discarded ( vxw becomes !@LG'% ),
reducing thus the number of the block exiting states to only
3. Furthermore, it is possible to keep only the resulting
states maximizing the WCET of the block.
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fore, techniques allowing to tighten the WCET estimates
are required. However, these techniques are complex because they deal with program semantics.
We proposed a practical approach aimed to automatically extract flow information related to program semantics
which will be used to tighten the WCET estimates. The
method presents a reduced complexity in terms of time and
memory by avoiding unfolding iterative blocks. Moreover,
the approach provides tight values since it handles non rectangular loops and loops with multiple exit conditions and
eliminates implicitly most of the infeasible paths.
We are implementing a prototype of the method in order
to evaluate its performance. Furthermore, we plan to extend
the expression used to evaluate loops to Presburger formulas
and use the results obtained on those formulas.

¨

In the case of nested loops, the number of iterations of
an inner loop may depend on the control variables of outer
loops and thus varies following those dependencies. The
worst-case number of iterations for such a block may be
considered always its limit. This may result in an important
WCET over-estimation. Therefore, the number of iterations
of an inner loop must be expressed in terms of control variables of outer loops values. The block-based symbolic execution approach is able to estimate a worst-case number of
iterations of such blocks without over-estimation.
Assume that the “statements” area of the figure 1-a comm
prises a block O h consisting of the loop: $#.CB£,d¢)9BØs
(5DB~W6 . One can estimate the WCET of the loop nest to
¸FE .G¸¥M\N'6 since ( starts with the value 1. When applying the block-based symbolic execution:  e H,js¹[ s
(525° h b~2 sØ92^° g b~2*sGBq25° m b _ 25vxwH,#'%Sb , the results
,js [s(©2^° h b~2*s92^° g b~2*sIB 2^° g b _ 25vxwu,
are  
!H
#'%3b with a number of iterations of ° g M ° h . When the
analysis reaches the top level (( is initialized
to 1), the num
Ò
l
ber of iterations is evaluated to Á e Ã (J ('Kz¸(ML Á le Ã - g ( .
g
l Ò
For example, for ,|N*¢ , the intuitive method yields 380
while our method provides the actual WCET 85.
In addition, the block based symbolic execution eliminates implicitly most of the program infeasible paths and
allows to express the WCET estimates as symbolic expressions function of the program parts input parameters (function parameters, etc.). The quality of the provided flow information is comparable to the one of symbolic execution
and abstract interpretation schema since our approach is a
symbolic execution method.
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5. Conclusion
WCET analysis is a popular method used to validate the
temporal correctness of real-time systems. WCET analysis may be done statically on the program source or object code, which results in overestimated values. There-
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